This study shows that autobiography exists in oral civilizations by exploring Kirari in Hausa praise poetry. The study focuses on the forms of Kirari that clearly bring out the autobiographical elements that illustrate the autobiographer's conscious awareness of the singularity of his or her life and achievements and the uniqueness of their identity among the members of their community and/or profession. These forms of Kirari are identified in excerpts from Hausa hunters' heroic self-praise and from Bakandamiya by the singer Maman Shata Katsina.
Introduction
Autobiography has often been associated with literacy and literate societies. As a result, few researchers have attempted to locate it in oral civilizations. This study explores the autobiographical dimension of Kirari or self-praise in Hausa praise poetry. My purpose is first to draw the attention of scholars about the urgent need to collect and preserve Kirari because it is on the verge of extinction and second to show that autobiography exists in oral civilizations in general as well as in Hausa oral poetry. But prior to the exploration of Kirari, it is important to make a situational analysis of the autobiographical dimension of praise poetry in general.
Praise Poetry as Autobiography

1
). In addition, Alabi equals these hunters' chants to oral self-portraits which carry the autobiographers' subjectivity. The latter is translated through the autobiographer's "praising and celebrating himself and his achievements, turning even seemingly negative qualities into enviable characteristics in his laudatory tradition" (p. 14). This description echoes Smith's concept of the modern autobiographer's sense of a "unique historical identity" (qtd in Braendlin, 1994: p. 9 ) and Gusdorf's notion of a "… conscious awareness of the singularity of individual life" (ibid.) within the community and/or profession. There is also the shared identity of the speaking or acting subject in the form of the first person pronoun "I" and the persona that expresses the experience of "I". Philippe Lejeune (qtd by Oumarou, 1994: p. 21 ) calls that sharing of identity "the autobiographical pact". It seals the conditions under which the reader or listener will interpret the form and content of the oral or written autobiography.
Based on his analysis of the Yoruba hunters' chant, Alabi explains that "The repeated 'I' refers to the [oral] poetchanter/autobiographer consistently, and from this reference to the individual, the story changes to the 'I' and 'eye' of the chanter's community and ancestry" (p. 18; emphasis added). The change from the individual "I" to the communal "I" and "eye" reinforces the link between the oral praise singers and their communities. In that sense (Anyindoho, 1986: p. 12 ) reminds us that "The poetry of print is the domain of eyewitness, the poetry of sound [oral poetry], the domain of the earwitness…" (emphasis added). In his Bakandamiya, the praise singer Maman Shata Katsina confirms Anyindoho's claim through his call to his royal audience to lend him their ears and become his ear witnesses: "Princes, I hope and think that you will lend me your ears, /and listen to my song" (emphasis added).
In "Poetry as Autobiography: Society and Self in Three Modern West African Poets", Knipp (1986: p. 41 ) also demonstrates that poetry is indeed one of the varieties of autobiography that display strong links between the experiences of the autobiographical personas and the ones of their communities. So that "poet after poet these experiences possess a communality that emerges as pattern or myth". As a consequence, Knipp concludes, these poets "make poetry out of their lives and autobiography out of their poems [so that] as members of the educated elite, their experiences are representative of that class. Thus to the degree that they speak of themselves, they speak of their peers". The point of this study is that the experiences of the oral praise singers are also representative of 1 L'autobiographie ne fait pas partie de la culture des pauvres-Phillipe Lejeune. Je est un autre. Paris: Editions du Seuil, 1980; qtd by Oumarou (1994 (Anyindoho, 1986: p. 13 ) rightly argues, "Long before the writer poet became eyewitness, there was the oral poet as earwitness… (emphasis added).
Many of our people do not have eyes to witness [by reading] the poetry of print, but they do have ears for the power of the sound and the sense of words". (Anyindoho, 1986: p. 6 ) goes even further in his defense of the oral artist's originality and modernity based on his conviction that any form of oral art can be "both traditional and modern at the same time". This is why he provides insightful examples to question "the supposition that there is always something inherently more creative and more original in the thinking and execution of the act of creative writing as compared to the work of the oral artist". So like the modern poet who is supposed to represent the elite that make up his social class, the oral artist can also represent his social category, clan or profession.
For Alabi as well, there is no shadow of a doubt about the oral poets' representativeness; especially when they belong to specialized professions like the Hausa hunters "praise poets (Baum, 2016) or the Yoruba hunters" chants that constitute the corpus of his investigation. As a matter of fact, Alabi argues that Some traditional professions even have autobiographical dimensions built into them. Hunting is one of these specialized professions with its own discourses and counter discourses typically developed in the autobiographical hunters' chants. Among the Yorubas, it is called ijala. These hunters' chants are oral texts about self. They belong to a genre exclusive to hunters, and are performed on various occasions, including hunters' festivals, coronation ceremonies, weddings and other special gatherings (p. 13; emphasis added).
In the light of the above situational analysis on autobiography and its relation to praise poetry, this study explores Kirari or self-praise in Hausa praise poetry and shows also that autobiography exists in societies with oral civilizations. It therefore focuses on the forms of Kirari that clearly bring out the autobiographical elements that illustrate the autobiographer's conscious awareness of the singularity of his or her life and achievements and the uniqueness of their identity among the members of their community and/or profession. These forms of Kirari are identified in excerpts from Hausa hunters' heroic self-praise (Baum, 2016) 2 and from Bakandamiya 3 by the singer Maman Shata Katsina.
Kirari as Autobiography in Hausa Praise Poetry
What better narrative authority… than that of a raconteur detailing first-hand experience?-Olakunle George The excerpts about Hausa hunters' praises are taken from the manuscript article by Baum (2016: p.1) titled: "Self-Praise and Performance in the Heroic Praise-epithets of Hunters in Hausaland" sent to me in 2016 for a peer review. There are so many definitions of the term Kirari (Skinner, 1980; Furniss, 1996; Mahamane, 2012; Bunza & Noofal, 2013 ) that Mode (2015) describes its nature as confusing. He attributes this confusing nature of the epithet to the fact that its features and characteristics are also found in other Hausa oral genres such as take and waƙa. Graham Furniss (1996: p. 73) adds that "Kirari and take have generally been represented as 'praise-epithet' and 'drummed equivalents of verbal epithets' respectively, although there is a confusing variety of usage in the literature (emphasis added) as between these terms and a further term, waƙa 'song'". What these different terms have in common, Furniss comments after Edward L. Powe, is that they help the speaking subject and the audience for the identification of self through a display of imagery and patterns of rhythmic language. This capacity to help in the identification of self in its complex nature is a major distinguishing feature of Kirari as a genre in Hausa praise songs. But Kirari as hunters' autobiography is on the verge of extinction. As a matter of fact, according to Baum (2016) , Kirari as autobiography is difficult to come across today because the traditional hunting culture is no longer observed in Hausaland in particular. As a consequence, Kirari as self-praise epithets are now "only delivered on request" in the Hausaland. There is therefore an urgency to collect, transcribe, translate and interpret any materials relating to the genre. This explains my interest in the self-praise of Na-Ahmadu (Baum, 2016) below. This autobiographical performance by Na-Ahmadu belongs to the Hausa hunting culture of self-praise. Note for instance that in his Bakandamiya Shata points out that Dalla Hill and Gwabron Dutse were the abode of Tsunburbura, Barbushe, Gagiwa and Kano. The latter were all "hunters of elephants and had no equals". This Kirari addressed to the famous hunters is a biography that completes Shata's contextual autobiography.
Through Kirari as self-praise or autobiography, Hausa hunters highlight their courage and courteousness. In so doing, Baum (2016: p. 1) argues, "Their intent [is] to celebrate themselves, recounting their bravery and heroic accomplishments…" (emphasis added). The following is an excerpt from a long autobiographical Kirari by the famous hunter Na-Ahmadu interviewed by Baum at Abatuwa in Katsina in 2012. The original excerpts, both in Hausa and English, are from Baum's Manuscript:
Excerpt No 1: This excerpt represents take as an autobiographical sub-genre of Kirari. Baum (2016: p. 14) reports that Graham Furniss identifies take "as introductory 'catch-phrases' and incitement headlines for Kirari, a lengthier form of praise poetry in Hausa. Take are, therefore, the 'metonymic representations' of lengthier Kirari declamations and songs". The following take are self-praises by the performer Na-Ahmadu for himself, hence their autobiographical dimension.
Cizgau nike bata karawwa […] Sayi bakin karhe Ni ar Na-Ahmadu Kwabre […] Ni ar karen gudun ruwan dan gitta […] Nine garo dame farauta Kukkui nike, kuka mai gari ya hwadi Sakandimi nike sai mai burat […] Ni ar Kura kanuri karen […] Ni ar gagara daku magajin Musa […] I am the stretch that never gets yanked to its furthest limit Na Manu da Mani […] Ni ar ba mamaki kanen Dan Iya […] Ni ar mai gudun gudu Uba na Hayatu dan-tauri da yacci Maradi Ni ar kahurin kare dan Hima Ni ar gagara daku magajin Mani Ni ar mai gudun gudu uba na Hayatu Mai cigiyar hwada uban yan-tauri Ar na wacci Maradi […] Ni ar gagara daku magajin Mani […] Ni ar Na-Ahmadu Kwabre Ni ar ba mamaki kanen Dan Iya […] Kuma ni ar kura kahurin kare na malan Mamman Kuma ni ar kura kahurin kare mijin Hanna mai ban tsoro Like in any autobiographical performance, the persona "I" and the hunter Na-Ahmadu, who eulogizes himself, are the same. The persona is therefore the one who "owns and tells the story, and his enactment magnifies his power" (Baum, 2016: p. 13 ; emphasis added). In the article titled, "The way I heard it was…" Myth, Memory, and Autobiography in "Storyteller and The Woman Warrior", Lappas (1994: p. 59 ) is also of the opinion that autobiography turns the autobiographical subject into the source of creative authority and an expression of an independent and confident self. This may explain why, according to Barrett J. Mandel (qtd by Braendlin, 1994: p. 17 ), "Readers turn to autobiography to satisfy a need for verifying a fellow human being' experience of reality".
In doing so, their intention is to learn from that experience. It therefore becomes reassuring for them to see the author, the narrator, and the protagonist share the same identity in modern as well as in oral autobiography.
The repetition of "I am" in the hunters' praise song foregrounds not only the authority of the autobiographer, but also the importance of both the persona and the praise-singer to himself and to his community. The last line of excerpt No1 also draws attention to the autobiographer's family line: "I am the unconquerable descendant of Musa". This connection, expanded to more family members in excerpt No 2, creates a family genealogy that makes the autobiographical text both individual and familial; and, by extension, communal. It also demonstrates that his heroic qualities are not removed from the heroic nature of his family: "a family that had already carved an heroic niche in the annals of time" (Baum, 2016: p. 16 ; emphasis added). The individual nature of this oral text is however manifested through the forceful repetition of "I am". This becomes Na-Ahmadu's signature throughout his lengthy performance. In other words, the signature confers authority or authorship to the person who is the carrier of the autobiographer's experiences and the ones of his family and community.
But unlike written autobiography where the reader may be alone in appreciating the quality of the message, both in terms of aesthetics and content, each self-praise performance is a unique experience for both the self-praise performer and the audience. It is therefore during that unique performance that the audience can appreciate the autobiographical quality of the praise epithets. In his analysis of the Yoruba hunters' chants in performance, Alabi (2007: p. 18 ) notices an added advantage of an autobiographical performance as follows:
The audience can see [the oral autobiographer] … as he represents himself, his family, and associates. There is much that we may not apprehend in the chant unless we can witness its performance. First, it is in the performance of the [song/self-praise] that we, the audience, will meet the performer/autobiographer. This is very crucial because the performer is essential- Being able to corroborate some of the things the autobiographical performer says is crucial because even in the written autobiography the frontier between truth and lie or between reality and fiction is blurred. In fact, critics have challenged the claim of autobiography to truth by stressing the fact that the rhetorical devices used in fiction also informed autobiography as well as autobiographical performance. They have concluded that in many respects, "fiction and autobiography were coterminous". A well-known similar rhetorical device used in Hausa verbal art is hyperbole defined as a "bold overstatement, or extravagant exaggeration of fact" (Abrams, 1988: p. 80 ). Other poetic devices are also used by Na-Ahmadu Kwabre in his heroic chants (Baum, 2016: pp. 14-22 Hunter & Chaibou, 2001: p. 36) notes that "each Bakandamiya is dynamic in composition in that it keeps growing until the poet dies or until similar catastrophe occurs" (emphasis added). This also explains why each performance is unique.
Mohammed's definition is confirmed by Shata who defines his Bakandamiya as "a poem which [he] regards as his own favorite song, composed solely for himself, and in his composition he includes 'expressions which show how satisfied [he] is with himself, with his art, and with his world, as well as how defiant he is of contrary expectations in his life as a praise-singer'" (Hunter & Chaibou, 2001: p. 35; emphasis added) . This master song contains Shata's self-praise and so does Narambada's. While Dan Anace has qualified his master song as uwaw wakoki ("mother of songs") Narambada has also called his uwam mayyan wakoki ("mother of great songs"). These expressions are like take or praise songs to the term Bakandamiya in Hausa, denoting its complexity and size as well as its importance in the eyes of the artists. A common feature of Bakandamiya is its high dose of autobiographical components in addition to biographical information and history. Shata's Bakandamiya has all these three features. For example, Hunter & Chaibou (2001: p. 47) state that his Bakandamiya is a biography in miniature. Shata traces his own ancestry and career. … In [this] song he notes that he started singing as a hobby, that drumming is not his inheritance. His early career was a kola nut seller, and he alludes to that period when he compares himself to marsa, the biggest kola nuts. He began singing during this time in contests between boys and girls held at the marketplace, and gradually began to sing professionally, traveling to various parts of northern Nigeria… Bakandamiya also has many allusions to the history of Kano… And the song is situated historically by reference to Emir Sanusi Maman. Furthermore, Shata exalts the Hausa language, "our language since our grandfather's fathers".
As this quotation makes it clear, Shata's Bakandamiya is autobiographical in many respects: it tells us how he began his singing career, what he was doing before and how he became a professional singer almost in chronological order. We also learn about his family's past as well as the history of Kano city. We finally note for instance that Dalla Hill was the abode of Tsunburbura, Barbushe, Gagiwa and Kano who "were hunters of elephants and had no equals". Since each performance is a unique experience, I propose below a 1967 performance. It is about Shata's Bakandamiya, translated from Hausa into English by (qtd here in Hunter & Chaibou, 2001: pp. 42-45) . This performance includes Shata's autobiography, a biography of some hunters and patrons and the history of the city of I ignored banjo and guitar players, Because they are insignificant musicians who, Play for money, clothes to wear and a few pounds to get married.
That day I saw the elephant swaggering, And the dog and its master watched,
There they remained motionless and speechless and unable to utter self-praise.
Your wedding delights everyone no one will dent it, And you will reap its fruits.
Apart from autobiographical kirari and take, like the ones by Na-Ahmadu and Shata Katsina discussed above, the autobiographical personas in these oral praises build themselves and their communities into biographical kirari and take. In this sense it is worth noting that Alabi (2007: p. 20 ) describes a similar process in his analysis of the Yoruba ijala chants. He concludes that it is "common to get glimpses into the personality of the chanter [or oral autobiographical persona] even when the chant celebrates someone else". This is precisely the case with Bakandamiya in which the oral praise singer Shata skillfully weaves his community's culture and history into biographical kirari as a solid foundation for his oral autobiography.
Conclusion
This paper has shown that autobiographical kirari helps in the identification of the performer through the kind of imagery and stylistic devices used to create specific mental pictures for the audiences to contemplate. Performers in general use repetition to create the desired imagery for the identification of their autobiographical personas. In the cases of the Hausa hunters' Kirari and Shata's Bakandamiya, the repetition of "I am" or "I" beautifully serves this purpose. As a result, these devices function as the signatures of the Hausa oral autobiographer.
The latter in turn is an illustration of the existence of autobiography in oral or semi-literate civilizations.
